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Summary. By Q.F we denote the group of the formal power series having the

form F(z) = £". j fiz9, fi ¥>0, with respect to formal composition of power series.

The problem of analytic iteration leads to the study of subgroups of QF, having

the form

F(z, s) = 2 M')*

where the coefficients fq(s) are analytic functions of the complex parameter s,

such that for any two complex numbers s and t the formal law of composition

F[F(z,s),t] = F(z,s+t)

is valid [6], [8].

The purpose of the present paper is to study similar two-parameter subgroups

of O/. In §1 r-parameter analytic subgroups of QF are defined, as well as other

concepts connected with the problem. In §2 the importance of two-parameter

subgroups is emphasized. It is shown that the number of parameters of analytic

subgroups of LY can always be reduced to two at most. The existence of a countable

number of classes of the two-parameter subgroups of Q.F is shown. §3 gives the

explicit form of the coefficients/,^1, a2) of a two-parameter subgroup of Q.F:

F(z, a\ a2) = 2 fM\ aV-

In §4 the existence of canonical representations for two-parameter analytic sub-

groups of QF is proven, and it is shown that every two-parameter analytic subgroup

of ÍF is globally isomorphic to one of the groups

Hn(z, a1, a2) = (1 +al)z/(l +a2zn)1,n,       n= 1,2,...

(no two of which are globally isomorphic to each other).
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1. Introduction and definitions.

1.1. Let S' denote the linear algebra of formal power series (over the field of

complex numbers) having the form

(1) F(z) = J f^-
Q = 0

(Operations on formal power series are defined in [2, Chapter 1].) E* is equipped

with the metric

(2)

for F,Ge Z,F.

Let

'(F'G) = !2"TTféít

(3) F(z, s)- %/,(*)!•
9 = 0

he a family of formal power series depending on a complex parameter s, s e D,

D being a domain in the complex plane. We say, that F(z, s) is analytically

dependent on s, if the limit

Wz, s) _ ..    F(z,s+h)-F(z,s) _ f
—äs— - tmo-h- ,V'( >

exists in the metric of SF for every s e D. This limit exists if and only if all the

coefficients fq(s) are analytic functions of s in D.

Let CT denote the r-dimensional complex space, a e Cr denotes a vector with r

complex components: a = (a1, a2,..., ar). A family of formal power series

F(z, a) = J /,(»)*'
9 = 0

is said to be analytically dependent on a in a domain D of CT, if F(z, a) is a con-

tinuous function from D into 2F, and is analytically dependent on each of the

components of a. F(z, a) is thus analytically dependent on a, if and only if all the

coefficients/,(a), .7 = 0, 1, 2,... are analytic functions of the components of a in D.

1.2. Let Q.F denote the subset of 2F, which contains the power series of the form

F(z) = f ff>      fx * 0.

QF forms a topological group with respect to formal substitution of formal power

series, and the topology induced in Q.F from SF.

The group £F can be represented by infinite matrices. Indeed, for every F(z) e QF

and every integer m > 0 put

(4) [F(z)r = 2 /«.«-*
9=1
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The matrix ||/m,,|, ISm, q<<x> represents the series F(z) in the sense, that if the

matrices ||/m.,|| and ||gm,J represent the series F(z) and G(z) respectively, then the

series F[G(z)] is represented by the matrix ||/m,J x ||£m.<,||> where x represents

matrix multiplication ([5], [9]).

By Q. we denote the subgroup of Q^ constituted by the power series of LV with

a nonzero radius of convergence.

1.3. A subgroup of Í2F is said to be an analytic r-parameter subgroup of £Y, if

its elements can be written as an r-parameter family of Q.F : F(z, a) = F(z, a1,..., ar),

where a ranges in some domain D of C, so that:

(1) F(z, a) is analytically dependent on a.

(2) There is a vector function d>(a, b), that is, r scalar functions of 2r variables

¿V, • ■ -, ar, b1,..., br), - ■ -, W, ...,a',b\..., b')

analytic in a1,..., ar, b1,..., bT for a, b 6 D, which is called the "multiplication

table", such that

(5) F[F(z, a), b] = F[z, <p(a, b)]

holds for every a, b e D.

An analytic r-parameter subgroup of QF is thus a connected complex Lie group.

The parametrization of such a group is not unique. We shall, for convenience,

consider only parametrizations satisfying: F(z, 0) = z, which implies 0 e D. It

follows, that <b(a, b) should satisfy

(6) <b(0, b) = b,       d>(a, 0) = a.

By a local r-parameter analytic subgroup of£lF we call a family of elements of QF,

F(z, a), analytically dependent on a in some fixed connected neighborhood D of

a=0 in C, with F(z, 0) = z, such that (5) is satisfied with respect to some multi-

plication table d>(a, b), analytic in a1,..., aT, b1,..., br, whenever a, b, and

<j>(a, b) belong to D.

A local r-parameter analytic subgroup of QF is thus a complex connected local

Lie group. We note, that every connected neighborhood of the identity element of

an analytic r-parameter subgroup of QF forms a local subgroup.

1.4. Let F(z, a) be an analytic r-parameter local or global subgroup of C1F,

with the multiplication table <|>(a, b). We define

(7) VK») - W(«, b)/^')b=o.

Because of (6) we have

(8) Kj(0) = 8).

The structure constants of the subgroup are given by

(9) Cik - \ da* Lo      l dé Lo
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we note that for a commutative group d>(a, b) = d>(b, a) and from (7) and (9)

follows c)k = 0, 1 ̂  i, j, k ^ r.

1.5. Let F(z, a) be an analytic r-parameter local or global subgroup of OF.

Denote

(10) LAz) = (8-%^)       = 2 ff*+1-      J = 1. ■ • •>r-
\      VU       /a = 0 Q = o

(Note that the L,(z) have no free terms.)

We define the tangent space to the subgroup F(z, a) to be the linear subspace of

1jf generated by {L,(z)}'=1. We note that the tangent space is invariant under

regular analytic transformations of the group parameter a. Indeed, let another

r-dimensional parameter s be defined by the analytic function a = a(s) with

(8(a\ .. .,ar)/d(s\ ..., sr))s=0¥=0 and 0 = a(0). Put

F*(z, s) = F[z, a(s)].

Differentiating the last equation we get

(8F*(z, s)\ f I8a«\       (8F(z, a)\ ^ tda«\

and hence the (L*(z)} generate the same subspace of SF as the {Lq(z)}.

1.6. We shall now establish a system of formal differential equations in 2F for

a given r-parameter analytic subgroup of ÍF, F(z, a), having the multiplication

table <b(a, b) and find the integrability conditions of this system.

Differentiating (5) with respect to V and putting b = 0 we obtain

(11) L,[F(z, a)] = 2 8Jèfi m*),       IZJZr.
k=l        uu

In order to obtain the integrability conditions of this system we differentiate (11)

with respect to a' and put a = 0. We get, using (8)

Interchanging the indices i and j, we get

Subtracting (13) from (12), using (9), we get

(14) L'MLM-L&Mz) = 2 c%Lk(z),       1 ú i,j Ú r.
k=i

We shall refer to the system (14) as the integrability conditions of the group

F(z, a).
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2. Essential parameters and classification of analytic subgroups of £Y,

2.1. Let F(z, a) = F(z, a1,..., ar) be an analytic r-parameter local or global

subgroup of C1F. The parameters a1,..., ar are said to be essential, if the group

F(z, a) cannot be represented as an (r-l)-parameter group; that is, if it is im-

possible to find r— 1 analytic functions: Ai = A'(a1,..., ar), 1 SjSr— 1 such that

F(z,a1,...,a') = F(z,A1,...,A'-1).

We cite the following criterion for the parameters a1,..., a' to be essential [3,

Chapter 1,§3]:

Let F(z, a) = F(z, a1,..., ar) be a family of series ofQF, analytically dependent on

a1,..., a'. A necessary and sufficient condition for the parameters a1,..., ar to be

essential is that the equation

k=l vu

where ifik(a) are analytic functions of a', 1 SjSr, be satisfied identically for all a //

and only ifi/ik(a) = 0for k= 1,..., r for all a.

As a direct consequence we have:

Lemma 1. Let F(z, a) be an analytic r-parameter local or global subgroup of Q.F.

If for some j,

then the group parameters a1,..., ar are not essential.

Proof. From (16) and (11) it follows that:

while from (8) we know that K/(0)=1#0; hence from the cited criterion follows

that the parameters a1,..., ar are not essential.

2.2. We shall show now, that the maximal number of essential parameters in an

analytic local or global subgroup of ÍF is 2. This results from a theorem due to

L. Bianchi [1]; we bring, though, an elementary proof due to E. Jabotinsky.

Theorem 1. Let F(z, a1,..., ar) be an analytic r-parameter local or global sub-

group of LV. If the parameters a1,..., a' are essential, then rS2.

Proof. Let F(z, a1,..., a') be an analytic r-parameter local or global subgroup

of £F, where a1,..., aT are essential parameters. By a regular linear transformation

of the parameters :

r

a' = 2 ^p™'   j= l.r>
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the group will have a new parametrization:

F*(z, a*\ .. .,a*T) = F(z, a1,..., a").

The tangent vectors L*(z) are linear combinations of the Lk(z):

By a suitable choice of the matrix ¡|au|¡ we can obtain a system {Lf(z)} in which the

lowest power of z with a nonzero coefficient will be different in any two of the

series Lf(z), and that in every one of the series Lf(z) the first nonzero coefficient

will be equal to 1, that is, for every j we will have: Lf(z) = z"i+ ■ ■ -, where i'#/

implies Pi^Pi- The assumption that the parameters are essential implies, by Lemma

1, that Lf(z)£0 for 1 ¿j^r. Let / be the index for which px = max{px,.. .,pT}-

The integrability condition of the group (14) for this i and any _/#/' is:

(17) Lf(z)Lr(z)-Lr'(z)L*(z) = ¿ <#£*(*)•
k = l

Equate now the lowest powers of z in both sides of (17). On the left-hand side

the lowest power of z with a nonzero coefficient is:

p,zr''Zpt-1-pizr'izpi-1 = (p}-pi)zv' + pr'i.

If we denote by zp« the lowest power of z with a nonzero coefficient on the

right-hand side of (17) we get:

(18) Pi+Pi-l =/>,-

From Pi = max {px,..., pr} it follows that p}— 1 ̂ 0 or, as L*(z) has no constant

term: pf=l. This should hold for every j,j^i; so all the Lf(z),j^i, should start

with the term z. But as each of the Lf(z) starts with a different power of z, there

may exist only one Lf (z) in addition to L*(z), and hence r ^ 2, completing the proof.

2.3. The one-parameter analytic subgroups of ClF were studied by E. Jabotinsky

[6] and by the present author [8]. It turns out that although all the one-parameter

analytic subgroups are locally isomorphic, there are two types of such groups,

which are not globally isomorphic: The simply connected type and the nonsimply

connected type.

In view of Theorem 1 there remains only the study of two-parameter analytic

subgroups of QF. There are only two types of two-dimensional Lie groups which

are not locally isomorphic: The commutative groups and the noncommutative

groups [1 ]. In a commutative two-parameter analytic subgroup of Q/ the parameters

are not essential. Indeed, as all the structure constants (9) of a commutative group

are zero, the integrability condition (14) of the group takes the form:

Li(z)L2(z)-/4(z)Li(z) = 0
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and this implies Ly(z) = kL2(z), where A: is a complex number. After a linear trans-

formation of the parameters :

a1 = a*1,       a2 = — ka*1 + a*2

we get Lf(z)—0, and hence, by Lemma 1, the group parameters are not essential.

2.4. There thus remains to be studied only the case of the noncommutative

two-parameter subgroups. All noncommutative two-dimensional Lie groups are

locally isomorphic, and one can, by transformation of the parameters in some

neighborhood of the identity element of a noncommutative two-parameter analytic

local subgroup of QF, bring its multiplication table to the form:

(19) #(a\ a2, b1, b2) = a1 + b1 + aW,       <¿2(a\ a2, b1, b2) = a2 + è2(l +axy,

where n is a fixed positive integer. The multiplication table <bn(a, b) defined by (19)

shall be called the standard multiplication table of type n. An example of a global

two-parameter analytic subgroup of £F having the multiplication table (19) is

given by the series representing:

F(z, a1, a2) = (1 +al)z/(l +a2zn)1,n

where the parameters range in the domain: D = {(a1, a2) \ a1^ - 1}. (This example

shows that <pn(a, b) defined by (19) really define a multiplication table of a group.)

An example of a local two-parameter analytic subgroup of QF having the standard

multiplication table of type 1 is given by

G(z, a1, a2) = (1 +a1)ll2z/(l +a2z2)112

where the parameters range in the domain B={(a1, a2) \ |1 -l-a1! < 1}.

2.5. Let F(z, a1, a2) be a two-parameter analytic subgroup of Í2F, having the

multiplication table ¿»„(a, b) given by (19). From (7) we get

KKa) = 1 +a\       Vl(i) = 0,       V2(n) = 0,       Kf(a) = (1 +a1)\

From here and from (9) we get the structure constants

ci,i = c2.2 = ci,i = c2,2 = ^i,2 = c2,i = 0,       c1-2 = —n,    c2.i = ri.

The integrability condition (14) becomes:

(20) L'2(z)Ly(z) - L[(z)L2(z) = nL2(z).

We shall use equation (20) to obtain some information about the Lt(z), ¡=1, 2.

Using the notation (10) for the terms of Lt(z), we shall compare the lowest powers

of z with nonzero coefficients on both sides of (20). Suppose that the first nonzero

coefficient of Ly(z) is /¿L'i (the coefficient of zT) and the first nonzero coefficient of

L2(z) is l¡2Jy. The first nonzero term on the right in (20) is then nlflyZ*. The first

nonzero term on the left in (20) is

(s-r)na2lni2i¡,+r-1.
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We note that the coefficient of this term cannot vanish, because otherwise we get

by comparing with the other side of (20): s+r— 1 <s, that is, r< 1, which is im-

possible, as the Lt(z) have no constant terms. Hence

(21) (i-r)/<2_V<i)i2s+r-1 = nf2_\zs.

Comparing the powers of z we get r= 1, that is, /J^VO. Putting r= 1 into (21) and

dividing by l{2}y (which, by assumption is not 0) we get

(22) (s-l)l^ = n

hence s>l, that is, l02) = 0.

We say, that a two-parameter analytic (local or global) subgroup of QF, having

the multiplication table (19) is of class m, if /02> = /<12»= ■ • • =/<,2i1=0, /<,2>#0.

From (22) it follows that for an analytic two-parameter subgroup of QF of class

m, having the multiplication table of type n (9), we have: l¿v = n/m. In particular

we have:

Lemma 2. Let F(z, a1, a2) be an analytic two-parameter (local or global) subgroup

of QF of class n, and having the standard multiplication table of type n. Then /01) = 1,

/o2, = 0.

For every positive integer n there actually exists a two-parameter analytic

subgroup of QF of the class n; for example:

F(z, a1, a2) = (1 -fa^z/O +a2zn)lln.

Indeed, for this group (which has the standard multiplication table of type n) we

have

Ly(z) = z,       L2(z) = -z" + 1/n.

3. Explicit form of the coefficients of an analytic two-parameter subgroup of Q.F.

3.1. Let

F(z, a1, a2) = J Ua\ a2)z"

be an analytic two-parameter subgroup of Q.F. We propose to find an explicit

expression for the coefficients fq(ax, a2), or, more generally, to find an explicit

expression for the elements of the matrix \fm.q(a1,a2)\ representing F(z,a1,a2)

(which contains the coefficients f^a1, a2) as its first row).

The corresponding coefficients for the one-parameter analytic subgroups of QF

were obtained by E. Jabotinsky [6] for the simply connected subgroups, and by

the author [8] for the nonsimply connected subgroups. It turned out, that in order

to study the nonsimply connected subgroups, it was convenient to use a different

multiplication table than the one used for the study of the simply connected

subgroups.

In studying two-parameter subgroups of QF we shall be led to use a different
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multiplication table for the study of each class of subgroups—namely, we shall

use the standard multiplication table of type n to study analytic two-parameter

subgroups of QF of class n.

Remembering that in every two-parameter analytic subgroup of ilF with

essential parameters we can introduce in some neighborhood of the identity element

a parametrization with the standard multiplication table (19) of type n, we can

state the theorem :

Theorem 2. Let G be an analytic two-parameter (local or global) subgroup of QF

with essential parameters, and of class n. Let D be a neighborhood of a = 0 in C2

where the standard multiplication table of type n can be introduced for some local

subgroup F(z, a1, a2) of G. Put

Then, for (a1, a2) e D, the elements of the matrix \\fm¡p(ax, a2)\ which represents the

group are given by:

(23) fmJa\a2) = (l+airKr,       Pi«

and for m<p:

(24) fmJa\ a2) - J ífí! i£ï TsJ f] iv-itf,'    ff 1-fà
4■        '• v=l c=j+1

where the sum is taken over all integers r, s: 0^s¿p, O^r^p — m, r + s>0, and for

every integer j: O^f^s, and all integers q{ such that:

m * «7o S <7i ¿ • • ■ ¿ q, < <7; + i <■••< qJ+r = P

and where di=qi—qi_1-

The Tsj are the Stirling numbers of the first kind, defined by the recurrence formulas :

(25) T0J = So,,   and   Fs + 1,; = T,j-i-sTtJ.

If the parameters a1, a2 are permitted to range through the set {(a1, a2) | a1^ — 1},

formulas (23), (24) define a global two-parameter group H, which contains G if G

was a local group, and coincides with G if G was global.

(Note. Further information about Stirling's numbers can be found in [7,

Chapter IV].)

It is interesting to note, that formulas (23), (24) do not contain explicitly the

number n, which is the class of G and the type of the standard multiplication table

used.

The proof of our Theorem 2 will be carried out in several steps.
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3.2. Let us introduce the following notation: given an analytic local or global

two-parameter subgroup of £2f

F(z, a) = 2 /«v»)*".
e=i

we define, for every positive integer t:

(26) [F(z, a)]' = 2 /«(a, ')^ + t = * 2 U*> <)*"■
Q=0 5=0

Note that, / being a positive integer,/„(a, t)=fLq+t(z) where/"„.„(a) is the appro-

priate element of the representation matrix. We also note, that if the series F(z, a)

has a nonzero radius of convergence for every a (that is, if F(z, a) is a subgroup

of O), equation (26) is well defined for every complex t, with an appropriate choice

of the branch. All the propositions that we are going to state about the coefficients

fq(a, t) remain valid for this case, too.

We first prove:

Lemma 3. For an analytic two-parameter local subgroup of CiF, F(z, a1, a2)

having the multiplication table d>(a, b), and the tangent vectors:

(8F(z, a1, a2)\ y

I       da1       /a„0      ¿fi
Q

1

1*1 y?, i  =1,2,

we have

(27) /„MXa, b), t] = J Mb, t)fP-Q(z, q + t),
«7=0

and also

(28) (8fiq(&, t)/8a%=o = tlq'\

Proof. We rewrite the group property (5), raising both sides to the power t:

{F[z, <b(a, b)]}< = {F[F(z, a), b]}<

or, using (26) :

2 /p[<p(a, b), t]z>+< =22 /a ')/.(«, ?+^+9+t
p=0 9=0 s=0

from which, by equating coefficients of powers of z, (27) follows.

To get (28), we differentiate (26) with respect to a', and put a=0. As F(z, 0)=z

we get :

/t1-i y «o ., _ y (8M*> t)\    _,+t
tZ      k*-1     " ¿ol    W    Lo"

from which (28) follows.

3.3. We now prove
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Lemma 4. Let the analytic two-parameter local or global subgroup of ÍF,

F(z, a1, a2), be of class n and be written in the standard multiplication table of type n.

Then the corresponding coefficients j"„(a1, a2, t) have the form:

(29) fq(a\ a2, t) = (1 +axyPq(a\ a2, t)

where Pq(al, a2, t) are polynomials of degree not exceeding q in each of the parameters

a1 and a2.

Proof. I. We first seek the explicit expression for /¡(a1, a2, t). Equation (27),

written for standard multiplication table of type n and for/?=0 becomes

(30) foW + bx + alb\ a2 + b2(l +axy, t] = f0(b\ b2, t)f0(a\ a2, t).

Differentiating with respect to a2 and putting a = 0 we get, using (28):

(31) 8f0(b\ b2, t)/8b2 = f0(b\ b\ t)l¿2H.

As by Lemma 2 : /02) = 0, it follows from (31) that/o(¿>\ b2, t) is actually independent

ofb2.

Differentiating now (30) with respect to b1, and putting b = 0, we get, using (28):

(1 +ai)8f0(a\ a2, »/¿3a1 = tl^f0(a\ a2, t)

which implies, as/¿(a1, a2, t) is independent of a2,

(32) f0(a\a2,t) = (l+ai)l<ol)tK(t).

Putting a = 0 and noting that/0(0, 0, r)= 1 we find k(t)=l. By Lemma 2 we have

ft"«l, so that, finally:

(33) f0(a\a2,t) = (1+a1)'.

The lemma is thus valid for (7=0.

II. We proceed, by induction on q, to show that/,(a\ a2, t) is a polynomial in

a2 of degree not exceeding q. The case q = 0 is covered already; suppose that so is

the case for q=0, 1,.. .,p— 1.

Differentiate (27), where <b(a, b) is taken to be the standard multiplication table

of type n, with respect to a2, and put a = 0. Because of (28) we get

^r ° - 'fub\ b2, t)lp2lq(q + t).
00 9=0

(The summation goes only up to q=p—l, because /02)=0.) By the induction

hypothesis, each term in the sum is a polynomial of degree not exceeding p— 1 in

b2; hence fp(bx, b2, t) is a polynomial of degree not exceeding p in b2. Hence, in

(29) Pq(al, a2, t), qua function of a2, is a polynomial of degree not exceeding q.

III. It remains to prove that P^a1, a2, t), qua function of a1, is also a poly-

nomial of degree not exceeding q. We shall complete the proof again by induction

on q. Equation (33) proves the statement for q = 0. Suppose that the statement
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holds for q — 0, 1,...,/»—1. Differentiate (27), where tb(a, b) is taken to be the

standard multiplication table of type n, with respect to b1 and put b=0; because

of (28) we get

(1+gl>a/"(y,0~ J mp.q(a\a\q+t).
VU 9 = 0

Transfer to the left the term which contains /„(a1, a2, t), remembering that, by

Lemma 2, l^X)= 1. Applying the induction hypothesis to the sum on the right, we get

(\WfM;î^-tfv(a\a*,t)

- (1+a1)1"1 2 tli»Pp-q(a1,a2,q + t)(l+a1y-1
9=1

where /'„.„(a1, a2, q + t) is a polynomial in a1 of degree not exceeding p—q. The

last equation can be rewritten, after dividing both sides by (1 -fa1)'*1, in the form:

da1 I   (1+a1)'   .

hence, using the induction hypothesis, we find that

Pp(a1,a2,t)=fp(a\a2,t)/(l+a1)t

is a polynomial of degree not exceeding p in a1; this completes the proof of the

lemma.

3.4. We now state:

Lemma 5. Let F(z, a1, a2) be a local or global analytic two-parameter subgroup

of QF, with a standard multiplication table of arbitrary type. Then the derivatives of

/„(a1, a2, t) with respect to a1 are given by:

8%(a1, a2, t)

¿»(a1)5

(34)

= (JT^y 2 T:> n/9v-i+0#,Wfl\ a2, q,+t)       (s 2: 1)

where the sum is taken for every integer j: 1 SjS s and for all integers q¡ such that:

0=qoSqyS ■ ■ • Sq¡Sp and where dv=qv—qv.y; and the derivatives offp(ax, a2, t)

with respect to a2 are given by

(35) Ô%f{^/ t} = 2 fi (ko + t)l^fkr(a\ a2, t)       (r = 1)

ivnere the sum is taken for all integers kt such that

0 S kT < kr-y < ■ ■ ■ < ky < k0 = p,

and where e„ = kc_y—ke.
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Proof. (I) We shall first prove (34) by induction on s. Differentiate (27), where

<b(a, b) is taken to be any standard multiplication table of the form (19), with

respect to b1 and put b = 0; because of (28) we get

(36) (1 +a>) dfÁal'f' ° = 2 «-(«S «*, q + t)
9 = 0

which is (34) for the case s = 1 (because 7U = 1).

Assuming (34) to hold for the derivative of order s, we differentiate it to compute

the derivative of order s+1 :

*"%$*'° = (T+PyZ^■ñ(9.-i + 'VS,¿ W-,to *.€/+»>]

-(l+giri 2 ?m Ó (?v-i + t)l%fp_qj(a\ a2, q¡+t)

where the sums are taken as in (34). By (36), we have

(37) (1 +ax) jjL [fp-Qt(a\ a2, ?,+*)] = ^ (qi + t)l^fp_qi.q(a\ a2, q+q, + t).
9=0

In the last sum we put q, + x=q,+q, so that q¡-¿.qj + x=P- Substituting (37) with the

new index qj + 1 into the first sum of the expression for the (s+ l)th derivative, we

get

8>+yp(a\a2,t)
8(ax)IV + 1

1 .  .
(l+ai)n-i 2 T:l II (iv-i + O^X-^^^1, a2, q, + x + t)

*(T+hr1 2 sT*.i U Civ-! +1\l%ff -4fl\ a2, q,+t)

where the first sum is taken for every j: 1 SJ£s and for all integers q¡ such that:

OSí7oá<7iá • • • ¿qj^qj + x=P and where dv=qv-qv-x', the second sum is taken as

in (34).

In the first sum we replace y by y— 1 and remember that Fs>0=0. In the second

sum we allow j to range from 1 to s+l, as Fs-S+1=0. The expression for the

(s+ l)th derivative becomes:

^ffiffi+f'0 = (1+a-ri 2 r../-i FI (^v-i + 0/^-9^1, a2, qi + t)

-(1+^i)s + i 2 sT°-> IÍ (<7v-i + 0/^/p-9,(a\ a2, ff,+0

where the sums are taken for all integers./: 1 ¿j-£s+ 1 and all integersqx such that:

0^fl0 = <7i = • • • =ai-x^qj<p and where dv=qv-qv^i.

Finally, using (25), we get

d° + fip(a\a2,t) 1 Vt,       A,       ^.,(1),.     , ,    2     _,_,.
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where the sum is taken as before. This is the statement of the lemma for the (s+ l)th

derivative with respect to a1, and formula (34) is proved.

(II) We shall prove now (35) by induction on r. Differentiate (27), where

<b(a, b) is taken to be any standard multiplication table of the form (19), with

respect to a2 and put a = 0; we get, after replacing b by a:

(38) 8Mal> f> '> =  2(q + t)lp2lqfq(a\a2,t).
VU 9 = 0

(The summation is only up to q=p—l because /0<2)=0.) Formula (38) coincides

with (35) for r= 1. Assume (35) to be valid for the rth derivative. Differentiation of

(35) with respect to a2 yields

where the sum is taken as in (35). Applying (38) we get

&+yp{a\a*,t)     --Ï-

Wl ..» *r+1 = o
2 Ó V<o + t)IZ>    2    (*r+i+/)C-«c,+1/fc,+1(fl1. «*> 0

where the sums are taken as in (35); the last equality may be rewritten in the form

gr + 1/¿2^f,?) = 2 fi (ko + t)li%r+1(a\ a2, t)

where the sum is taken for all positive integers^ such that 0^&r+1< &r< • • • <k0=p

and where ea = ka-y — k„. As this is the statement of the lemma for the (j+l)th

derivative with respect to a2, the proof is complete.

3.5. We can now proceed to obtain the Maclaurin expansion of fp(a1, a3, t).

Combining the formulas (34) and (35), we obtain:

d> + 'fp(a\à*,t)
8(a1)sd(a2y

- TTTZ* 2 T>.> n (flv-i + t)lSi fl (**+0/^-,/a1, a3, q,+t)
\l    'U   ) V=l 0=1

(s + r > 0)

where the sum is taken for all integers j: OSjSs and for all integers qt and kt such

that:

0 = q0 Sqi S ■ • ■ S q} S kT < kr.y < ■ ■ ■ < ky < k0 = p

and where dv=qv-qv.y, ea = ka_y-kc (and \~\°=yAv=l).

In (39) put a = 0. The only terms which do not vanish are those for which kr=q¡.

Noting that/o(0, 0, q¡ + t)=l, we get

(40)        1^? = 2^TI(iv-i+oen(^+oc
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where the sum is taken for all integers./: O^y'ás and for all integers q¡ and k{ such

that

0 Ú q0 == <7i == ■ • ■ =5 1i = kr < kr-i <■■■ < kx < k0 = p

and where dv=qv—qv.x, «?, = £<,-!—&,,.

Renaming the integers ka, c¡=0, 1,..., r by writing ka=qj+r-a we obtain (40)

in the form

(41) TJmaV0 - 2 T:> lW- + ')^   Ylti'-i + Ol?:

where the sum is taken for every integery: 0 újús, and for all integers q¡ such that:

0 á q0 á <7i =î • • -Ú q, < qi + i < ■■ ■ < qi + r = p

and where di=qi-qi-¡.

Using this, equation (32), and, for/?>0 Maclaurin's formula:

f(ai a2 t) - T (fl^(-.2yg-r/p(Q,o,o

M   '    '  ;     ,,r4o   «!     ■*•     8(0^3(0^

(noting that/„(0, 0, 0=0 for/?>0) we obtain:

Lemma 6. L<?r F(z, a1, a2) be a local or global analytic two-parameter subgroup

of ÙF, with a standard multiplication table of arbitrary type. Then the coefficients

fq(al, a2, t) are given by

(42) f0(a\a\t) = (l+ai)"o"t

and for p^l:

(43) fp(a\ a2, t) = 2 ^r ^ TSJ f\ (*_». +Off.'   ff  <-?.-x+0#
*• '• V=l (T = i+1

wAere rAe sum » raA;e/i over all integers r,s:0^s, r<oo, i + r>0, and for every

integer j: O^j^s and for all integers q{ such that

0 = <7o == <7i = • ■ -^ -7, < <7, + i < • • • < -7,-fr = />

and where di=qi—ql_x-

We note that Lemma 6 holds for all integer values of t, and when F(z, a1, a2) is

a subgroup of Q—for all complex values of t, with the appropriate choice of the

branch for/¿(a1, a2, t) in (26). We shall use Lemma 6 only for the case where t is a

positive integer, but it can be used to yield additional information about the

subgroup, as the elements of the generalized representation matrix ¡(/„„(a1, a2)\\,

—cc<m,q<co, defined by :

[F(z,a\a2)r=    2  f».M\<ñ*

(see [5]).
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3.6. Proof of Theorem 2. Using the relations fm^a1, a2)=fp-m(a1, a3, m) for

p^m and/m „(a1, a2) = 0 forp<m we get from Lemma 6:

(44) fm.v(a\ a2) = (1 + a1)I¡>1""-om,P   for p S m,

and forp>m:

(45) fmJa\ a3) -J^^ Tsj f] (°v-i+m)l%  fj (a^+m)/^
*•        r- v=l u=i+l

where the sum is taken over all integers r, s: OSr, s<oo, r+i>0, and over all

integers/: OSjSs, and for all integers a, such that

0 < q0 S qi S ■ • ■ S Çj < qj + 1 <■••< qj + T = p-m

and where di=qi — qi^1.

This is valid for a subgroup of any class, written in the standard multiplication

table of any type. For groups of class n written in the standard multiplication

table of type n we have, by Lemma 2, l01)=l. Formula (23) in the statement of

Theorem 2 now follows from (44). From Lemma 4 it follows, that for such a

group, fp-nfa1, a2, m) which is fm.p(ax, a3), will be a polynomial of degree not

exceeding p in a1, and of degree/» — m at most in a2; hence, in (45), the summations

over s and r only include terms for OSsSp and OSrSp — m, yielding (24).

(It is interesting to remark that we have hereby shown that the summation

figuring in (45) taken for a fixed value of j, such that s>p, vanish. This constitutes

a combinatorial theorem already noted by the author [8], and for which a

combinatorial proof was given by H. Hanani [4].)

It remains to prove that when the parameter a is permitted to range in the

domain {(a1, a3) | aV - 1} the coefficients /„.pía1, a2) given by (23) and (24) define

a global analytic two-parameter subgroup of QF. From (23) follows, that as long

as aV — 1,/iia1, a2)#0, and hence the formal power series:

F(z, a1, a3) = 2 Ua1, a2)z« = 2 /i>\ aV
9=1 9=1

belongs to ÙF. The coefficients /„(a1, a2) are, for small values of a1 and a3, the

coefficients of the local group from which we started in the statement of Theorem

2; hence f„(al, a3) satisfy, in some neighborhood of a = 0 the relations which follow

from

(46) F[F(z,a),b] = F[z,4»n(a,b)].

But /„(a1, a2), being polynomials satisfying a set of functional equations on an

open set, satisfy these equations for all values of the parameters, and hence (46)

holds whenever a, be {(a1, a2) | a1 ^ —1}, and therefore F(z, a1, a2) is a global

group. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.
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4. Canonical representation of two-parameter analytic subgroups of ÍF.

4.1. It is our purpose to prove:

Theorem 3. Every two-parameter analytic subgroup of QF of class n has a

representation of the form

(47) F(z, a\ a2) - ¿"l[(l +a1)-<¿(z)/(l + a2[</>(z)]»)lln}

where <f>(z) = 2,°°= i </>qz" e £1F and j>y = 1.

Moreover,

(48) g(z, a1*, a3*) = ^[(l +a1*)-<p(z)/(l +a2*[^(z)]'1)1"1],

where >p(z) = ^q^y>fiqzq e£Y and <Ai = l, is another representation of the subgroup

(47) if and only if

(49) lp(z) = <p(z)l(l+k[4,(z)f)1'n

for some complex k.

4.2. In order to prove Theorem 3, we first prove:

Lemma 7. Let a formal power series Ly(z) = z+ 2 ™- 2 A-1z" and a positive integer

n be given.

Define the formal power series A(z) by

(50) l/Ly(z) = l/z+A(z).

Further, define the formal power series c/>(z) e QF by

(51) <p(z) = zexp Í  ZA(z)az|.

Then, the two-parameter analytic subgroup of Q.F of class n (written in the standard

multiplication table of type n), defined by

(52) F(z, a1, a2) = ¿^[(l + a1)-<¿(z)/(l +a2[¿(z)]")1"1]

satisfies

(53) (8F(z,a1,a2)/8a1)^0 = Ly(z).

Proof. Differentiating (52) with respect to a1 and putting a=0 we get

(54) (8F(z, a1, a^/Sa1)^ = ¿-r[¿(z)H(z).

Using the identity <f>~1'[<f>(z)]= l/<f>'(z), and </>'(z)=<f>(z)/z+4(z)- A(z) (obtained from

(51)), (54) yields (53), by use of (50).

4.3. We have furthermore:

Lemma 8. Let a formal power series Ly(z)=z+J,^2 /,_iz" and a positive integer

n be given. Then there exists a unique two-parameter analytic subgroup of £1F of

class n, F(z, a1, a2), written in the standard multiplication table of type n, such that

(55) (8F(z,a1,a2)/8a1)a=0 = L1(z),
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and L2(z) starts with the term —zn + 1/n, that is,

(56) LAz)= (£%&£)       = -^ + 1 +   2   *.*
\ Ou /n = 0 « 9=¥+2

Proof. Noting that the group given by (52) satisfies (56), the existence of the

required group is covered by Lemma 7. It remains to show that n, Lx(z) and the

condition (56) determine the group completely. The integrability condition (20)

for an analytic two-parameter subgroup of £lF written in the standard multiplication

table of type n shows us that Lx(z), n, and the condition (56) determine L2(z)

completely. As by Theorem 2 F(z, a1, a2) is completely determined by Lx(z) and

L2(z), the lemma is proved.

4.4. Proof of Theorem 3. (I) Let an analytic two-parameter subgroup of Q.F of

class n, F(z, a1, a2), be given. We may assume that the parametrization is written

in the standard multiplication table of type n.

We note, that a transformation of the group parameters of the form a1=a1*,

a2=ka2*, where /c#0 is some fixed complex number, leaves the standard multi-

plication table of type n unchanged, and we have

It follows, that k may be so chosen, that condition (56) is satisfied (that is, so that

the coefficient of the first term in L%(z) will be — 1/w). Hence we may assume that

F(z, a1, a2) is written in the standard multiplication table of type n and that

condition (56) holds.

By Lemma 2 we have

and, using Lemma 7, we can construct a group having the representation (52) and

satisfying (53); by Lemma 8 the constructed group coincides with the subgroup

from which we have started, and we have shown that the given subgroup, being of

class n, has a representation of the form (47).

(II) Suppose now that a two-parameter analytic subgroup of 0/ is represented

by (47), and </>(z) is given by (49). We shall see, that g(z, a1*, a2*) given by (48) is

another representation of the same group.

Write (49) in the form

(57) ^) = (_i_F^(z)

it follows that

(58) 0--(r) . 9-\z) o z/(l -kznY'\
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Introducing (57) and (58) into (48) we get

g(z, a1*, a2*) = Wz) . (1_¿r„ o {l{l+a£*Jyln • (1+¿n)i,n • m

T (1+a1*)-^) ]

9    L(l +{a2*+Ä:-A:(l + a1*y}[<¡>(z)]n)lln\

or

g(z,a1*,a2*) = ^^[(l + a^.^zVd+a2^)]")1'"]

where a1=a1* and a2=a2*+A:-/:(l + a1*)n.

When (a1*, a2*) ranges in the domain {(a1*, a2*) \ a1*^ — 1} the elements of the

subgroup g(z, a1*, a2*) are all the elements of F(z, a1, a2), hence g(z, a1, a2) is

another representation of the subgroup F(z, a1, a2) given by (47).

(Ill) Suppose now that (47) and (48) are different representations of the same

subgroup, that is, there exist functions 9y(a1, a2) and 82(a1, a2) such that:

r«n i-J O+a1)-^)  1     ¿-J   {l + fliva1,*2)}^)   1
^ *    L(l+a2[^(r)r)1",J      v    [(l + d^a^a2)^)]»)1^'

Comparing coefficients of z on both sides of (59) we get ßy(a1, a2) = a1. Puta1=0 in

(59). We get

(60) ^"1L(l+a2[^)]n)1,nJ = 'P~1[(l + (>2(0,a2)Mz)]n)lln\'

Differentiate (60) with respect to a3 and put a2=0. Noting that 02(O, 0)=0

follows from (60), we get

l [¿(z)]"+1       i[</>(z)]n+l ag3(o,o)

1   ' n    </>'(z) n    f(z)    '    8a2    '

Comparing the coefficients of zn + 1 on both sides we get

802(0,0)/da2 - 1.

Formal integration of (61) yields

mmir+k = m(z)Y

from which (49) follows, and the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.

4.5. From Theorem 3 it follows, that every two-parameter analytic subgroup

of Q? of class n is globally isomorphic to the group:

Hn(z, a1, a2) = (1 -ba^z/O -t-aV)1'".

As Hn(z, a1, a2) is not globally isomorphic to Hm(z, a1, a2) when n+m, we conclude

that two-parameter analytic subgroups of OF of different classes, although being

locally isomorphic, are not globally isomorphic.
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